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What sustainable business is not

It is not about:

1. Giving away money
2. Planting a few trees
3. PR photo opportunities
4. Feeling good and being 

a “caring company”



Social responsibility

Organizations around the world, as well as their stakeholders, are becoming 
increasingly aware of the need for socially responsible behaviour. The aim 
of social responsibility is to contribute to sustainable development 
including health and the welfare of society.

An organization’s performance in relation to the society in which it operates 
and its impacts on the environment has become a critical part of measuring 
its overall performance and its ability to continue operating effectively. This 
is, in part, a reflection of the growing recognition of the need for ensuring 
eco-systems, social equity and good organizational governance.

(Draft IS026000)



Development that meets the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability 
of future generations to meet their own 
needs.

It contains within it two key concepts: the 
concept of needs, in particular the essential 
needs of the world's poor, to which 
overriding priority should be given; and the 
idea of limitations imposed by the state of 
technology and social organization on the 
environment's ability to meet present and 
the future needs. 

(Brundtland Commission, 1987)

Sustainable Development



Why should businesses engage?

• Responsibility
“Although primarily the responsibility of 

national governments, businesses 
nevertheless have a responsibility to play a 
part in ensuring the protection and 
promotion of human rights within their own 
operations and within their sphere of 
influence” (Global Compact)

• Competitive advantage
• Risk reduction



The rationale for social responsibility

1. Brand and reputation
2. Attract and maintain employees, 

customers, clients
3. Employee commitment, morale 

productivity
4. Interest from investors and the 

financial community
5. Relationships with companies, 

government, the media, 
suppliers, peers, customers, 
communities



CSR essentials

1. Resources
2. Buy in from top
3. Commitment to sustainable 

business (not PR)
4. Management systems
5. Stakeholder engagement
6. Leadership, listening and 

learning
7. Understanding and knowledge



CSR and brands



Brand risks….



Environment
Society

Economy

Triple bottom line?



Environment

Society

Economy

The real triple bottom line?
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Economy

Company responses?

Accountability



Human Capital Social capital

Financial capital

Manufactured
capital

Financial credibility
Governance

Social credibility
Engagement

Knowledge
Skills
Leadership
Vision 
Values

Four capitals:

Internalising the building blocks of reputation 

Technology and application



Natural capital
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Accountability

Natural capital
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Financial capital

Manufactured
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Transparency, accountability, trust:
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UN Global Compact initiative

1.  Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally 
proclaimed human rights; and 

2.  make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses. 
3.  Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective 

recognition of the right to collective bargaining; 
4.  the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour; 
5.  the effective abolition of child labour; and 
6.  the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation. 
7.  Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental 

challenges; 
8.  undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility; and 
9.  encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly 

technologies 
10. Businesses should work against all forms of corruption, extortion and 

bribery. 



Key objectives of the UNGC

• A strategic policy initiative for businesses in the 
areas of human rights, labour, environment and 
anti-corruption

• Allowing businesses to collaborate with 
international actors on current global challenges

• Mainstream the ten principles in business 
activities around the world 

• Catalyze actions in support of broader UN 
goals, including the Millennium Development 
Goals (MDGs) 



The benefits of engagement:

• Adopting an established and globally recognized policy 
framework

• Sharing best and emerging practices to advance practical 
solutions and strategies to common challenges. 

• Advancing sustainability solutions in partnership with a 
range of stakeholders, including UN agencies

• Linking business units and subsidiaries across the value 
chain with the Global Compact's Local Networks around 
the world 

• Accessing the United Nations' extensive knowledge of and 
experience with sustainability and development issues. 

• Utilizing UN Global Compact management tools and 
resources, and the opportunity to engage in specialized 
projects 



Making progress: 
The course outline

1. What is the context? The UN Global Compact

2. What issues impact our business?

3. How should we prioritize issues?

4. How can we implement the priorities?

5. What objectives and performance indicators do we set?

6. How do we begin to involve our value chain?

7. Winning ‘hearts and minds’

8. Developing an Action Plan

9. Reporting and communications

S
takeholder engagem

ent
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m

unications strategy
R

eporting and disclosure



UN Global Compact

2. Overview of issues



Human Rights

Principle One
• Businesses should support and respect the protection of 

internationally proclaimed human rights within their 
sphere of influence; and

Principle Two
• make sure they are not complicit in human rights 

abuses. 



• Non-discrimination
• Life, liberty and security
• No slavery
• Remedy by law
• No interference with privacy
• Freedom of thought, conscience and religion
• Freedom of opinion and expression, peaceful 

assembly and association
• Right to work and free choice of employment
• Favourable conditions of work, equal pay for 

equal work
• Right to rest and leisure
• Adequate standard of living
• Access to education
• Tolerance of all groups and communities

UN Declaration: Business Aspects



Human rights are:

• Inherent, in that they belong to everyone
• Inalienable, in that people cannot consent 

to giving them up or be deprived of them by 
governments or other institutions

• Universal, in that they apply to all people 
regardless of status

• Indivisible, in that no human rights can be 
selectively ignored

• Interdependent, in that realization of one 
right contributes to the realization of other 
rights



Human rights: Due diligence

• Due diligence involves an organization  conscientiously 
and methodologically considering the actual and 
possible negative impacts of its activities, and 
managing these with a view to minimizing or avoiding 
the risk of social or environmental harm.

• Actions and expectations:
– Consider country context and the human rights 

impact of the organization
– Develop a human rights policy
– Assess how existing and proposed activities 

impact human rights
– Integrate the human rights policy throughout the 

organization
– Track performance over time



Human rights: 
High risk situations

• Organizations should take specific care when dealing 
with situations characterized by: 

– Conflict or extreme political instability
– Situations of poverty, drought, extreme health 

challenges and natural disasters
– Involvement of extractive industries that might 

significantly affect natural resources and disrupt 
communities

– Proximity of operations to communities of 
indigenous peoples

– Activities that can affect or involve children
– Complex supply chains involving work performed 

without legal protection
• When operating in such environments companies must 

base any decision on respecting, promoting and 
defending human rights



Labour

Principle Three
• Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective 

recognition of the right to collective bargaining; 
Principle Four
• the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labour; 
Principle Five
• the effective abolition of child labour; and 
Principle Six
• eliminate discrimination in respect of employment and occupation. 



Background to labour issues

• The four labour principles of the Global 
Compact are taken from the International 
Labour Organization's Declaration on 
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. 

• Labour practices include the responsibilities 
of the organization for work performed on its 
behalf by others, including subcontracted 
work.

• Meaningful and productive work is an 
essential element in human development; 
standards of living are improved through full 
and secure employment.



Environment

Principle Seven
• Business should support a precautionary approach to environmental 

challenges; 

Principle Eight
• undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility; and

Principle Nine
• encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly 

technologies. 



Background to environmental issues

The Rio Summit Agenda 21 explained that population, 
consumption and technology were the primary 
driving forces of environmental change and for the 
first time, at an international level, explicitly linked 
the need for development and poverty eradication 
with progress towards sustainable development

Key Environmental Challenges
• loss of biodiversity and long-term damage to ecosystems 
• pollution of the atmosphere and the consequences of 

climate change 
• damage to aquatic ecosystems 
• land degradation 
• the impacts of chemicals use and disposal 
• waste production 
• depletion of non-renewable resources



Anti-Corruption

Principle Ten
• Businesses should work against 

corruption in all its forms, including 
extortion and bribery

• The adoption of the tenth principle 
commits UN Global Compact 
participants not only to avoid bribery, 
extortion and other forms of corruption, 
but also to develop policies and 
concrete programs to address 
corruption. 



Definitions:

Transparency International's definition of corruption is "the abuse of entrusted 
power for private gain". This can mean not only financial gain but also non- 
financial advantages.

The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises define extortion in the 
following way: "The solicitation of bribes is the act of asking or enticing another 
to commit bribery. It becomes extortion when this demand is accompanied by 
threats that endanger the personal integrity or the life of the private actors 
involved."

Transparency International's Business Principles for Countering Bribery define 
bribery in the following way: "Bribery: An offer or receipt of any gift, loan, fee, 
reward or other advantage to or from any person as an inducement to do 
something which is dishonest, illegal or a breach of trust, in the conduct of the 
enterprise's business."



The business case for Anti-Corruption

• Legal risks: Not only are most forms of corruption illegal where it occurs, but 
also it is increasingly becoming illegal in a company's home country to engage 
in corrupt practices in another country. 

• Reputational risks: Companies whose policies and practices fail to meet high 
ethical standards are exposed to serious reputational risks.

• Financial costs: There is now clear evidence that in many countries corruption 
adds upwards of 10 per cent to the cost of doing business and that corruption 
adds as much as 25 per cent to the cost of public procurement.

• The downward spiral: Once a bribe is paid, repeat demands are possible and 
the amounts demanded are likely to rise. If a company engages in or tolerates 
corrupt practice, it will soon be widely known.

• Blackmail: By engaging in corrupt practices, company managers expose 
themselves to blackmail and other security risks.

• Sustainable development: Resources diverted to improper use seriously 
compromises development and impacts poverty.



What are the risks facing your business?

Risks

Crime

Human
resources

Bribery
Natural
resources

Forced
labour

Pollution
Governance Protests

Land rights
Migrant 
workers

Child
labour

The law
Extortion Emerging

Standards

Forced
resettlement

Local
norms

Biodiversity

Poverty
Corruption

Labour 
rights

Human
rights Litigation

Diversity

Community
impacts

Development

Culture 
clash

Climate 
change

Energy
Water

Health

Governance

Safety

Supply 
chains
Product 
safety



Mitigating Risk

• Assess and track emerging issues
• Manage new audiences and stakeholders
• Transparency is the new mantra
• Proactive approach to reputational risk 

management
• Issues reporting



UN Global Compact

3. Setting priorities for the organization



Principles: Accountability

• Accountability for its impacts on society and the 
environment

• The organization should accept and encourage 
scrutiny

• Accountability imposes an obligation to be 
answerable to stakeholders

• An organization should account for:
– the results of its decisions and activities, 

including significant consequences, even if they 
were unintended or unforeseen; and

– the significant impacts of its decisions and 
actions on society and the environment



Principles: Transparency

• An organisation should be transparent in its 
decisions and activities that impact on 
society and the environment

• Clear, accurate and complete disclosure of 
policies, decision-making and activities

• The organization should be transparent with 
respect to:

– the purpose, nature and location of its activities
– the manner in which decisions are made, 

implemented and reviewed
– standards and criteria against which the 

organization evaluates its performance
– the impacts of its activities on society and the 

environment
– the identity of its stakeholders



Principles: Respect for 
stakeholder interests

• An organization should respect, consider and 
respond to the interests of its stakeholders

• The organization should:
– Identify its stakeholders
– Respond to the needs of its stakeholders
– Recognize the legal rights and legitimate 

interests of stakeholders
– Recognize that different stakeholders have 

different capacities to engage the organisation
– Recognize the broader interests of 

stakeholders in the context of sustainable 
development

– Consider the views of stakeholders that may 
be affected by a decision even if they have no 
formal role in the governance of the 
organization





 

Industry mapping


 

Benchmarking 
indicators based on 
global standards



 

Mapping of 
quantitative data



 

Mapping of 
qualitative data



 

Based on publicly 
available data: 
corporate websites, 
annual reports, CSR 
reports



 

Capturing of leading 
CSR practice 
examples
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Company scoring 
according to 
indicators
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companies
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weaknesses



 

CSR strategy 
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Assessment through mapping, 
benchmarking and gap analysis

Research Company ranking Summary reportAssessment 
framework



The traditional stakeholder model

Suppliers

Customers

Financiers

NGOs

Employees

Media

Competitors

Regulators

CompanyCompany



CompanyCompany

Suppliers

Customers

Employees Financiers

NGOs

Media

Competitors

Regulators

Issues &
Events

Issues &
EventsNatural 

Environment

The real situation facing companies



Beyond competitiveness: 
Strategy and stakeholder value

Illegal Activities

Regulation
Sphere of Risk

Sphere 
of Opportunity

Enhancing 
Stakeholder Value

Damaging 
Stakeholder Value

Public 
Expectations

Time

Requirements



Stakeholder engagement process

Respond

Identify

Prioritize

EngageReview 
Concerns

Identify

Partnership 
Building

Map 
Concerns



Engagement

Regular dialogue with 
regulators, suppliers etc.

TOOLS OUTCOMES

Surveys of employees, 
customers, etc.

Feed back on documents, 
policy papers, etc.

Involvement of professional 
stakeholders, advisory panels

Structured engagement through 
focus groups, interviews

Ongoing two-way engagement 
as regular interaction

Information
Views

Opinions
Perceptions

Reflections
Positions on issues

Expert advice
Identification of gaps

Priority areas
Key concerns

Solutions
Trust

1

2

3

4

5

6



Materiality Matrix

Level of current or potential impact on company
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medium
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Issues in these 
boxes are most 
material to the 

business.

Issues in these 
boxes are less 

material.

Issues in these boxes 
are important, but not 

‘business critical’.



Consider your ‘sphere of influence’

Value 
chains

Community
interaction

Public policy 
& advocacy
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4. Implementing the priorities



Setting the direction of the organization



Policies

• General: A set of basic principles and associated guidelines, formulated 
and enforced by the governing body of an organization, to direct and limit 
its actions in pursuit of long term goals.

• Business Policy: A set of broad guidelines, formulated after an analysis 
of all internal and external factors that can affect the firm’s objectives. 
Formulated by the firm’s Board of Directors, the policy lays down the 
response to known and unknown situations and circumstances. It also 
determines the formulation and implementation of strategy and governs 
the decisions and actions of the firm’s officers in meeting its objectives

• Each area of the Global Compact should be covered by one or more 
policies



Codes of conduct

• A statement and description of required behaviour, responsibilities, and 
actions expected of employees of an organization, its agents or 
contractors. A code of conduct usually focuses on ethical and socially 
responsible issues and applies to individuals, providing guidance on 
how to act in cases of doubt or confusion.

• Typical codes of conduct would include:
– bribery and corruption, 
– the behaviour of management and 
– requirements of suppliers.



A CSR management system

Implementing CSR is like any 
other management task:

1.Defining goals
2.Implementing programmes
3.Making sure goals are achieved
4.Dealing with non-conformance



CSR management system

PLAN

DOCHECK

ACT

Continual
Improvement

Benchmarking

Stakeholder engagement

Legal requirements and standards

Identify risks and opportunities

Policies and codes of conduct

Indicators and targets

Identify priorities and programmes

Implement plans

Training, awareness and capacity building

Involve Staff

Internal communications

Get leadership buy-in

Integrate supply chains
Assessments and audits

Review outputs and outcomes

Monitor and measure progress

Identify problems

Corrective actions

External communications and 
reporting

Management review

Demonstrate leadership
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Strategy Implementation CommunicationAssessment



Systems and procedures
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5. Objectives, targets and 
performance indicators



How do we attain our vision?
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Establishing indicator areas



Example: Setting targets for 
carbon reduction



SMART indicators

S Specific: clear and focused to avoid     
misinterpretation. 

M Measurable: can be quantified and compared to   
other data. 

A Attainable: achievable, reasonable, and credible 
under conditions expected. 

R Realistic: fits into the organization's constraints and 
is cost effective.

T Timely: doable within the time frame given.

Key performance indicators should be trendable, 
observable, reliable, measurable, and specific.



Where we are:  
Most current reporting focuses on inputs

Reporting

Outcomes 

Outputs

Activities

Inputs

Goal

Company In
terests

 –

what did we do?



Where we need to be: 
Improved focus on the impact

Reporting

Outcomes 

Outputs

Activities

Inputs

Goal Impact – so what? 

Company In
terests

 –

what did we do?



Impacts 

Community impacts
(What is positive long-term change to society?)
+
Business impacts
(What is the positive long-term change for the business?)

INPUTS OUTPUTS IMPACT



Impact measurement

• What are you trying to measure? Differences in inputs, 
activities, outputs, outcomes and impact.

• First need to think about what you wish to achieve (goals)  
• How will you know when you have achieved what you set 

out to achieve? How will you measure your performance?
• Challenges: finding meaningful indicators,  often no 

baseline; project vs. unrelated factors; sustainability over 
time. 

• Free prior and informed consultation should feed into our 
impact assessment.



The Community 
Barangay Bagong Silangan  Population 75,000

Water is an 
important 
business 
here



How it works…..



inputs outputs impacts

PepsiCo

XXXX  USD 

+ time 

High performance community 
water station in the Barangay 

Approximately 1050 gallons of 
water per week

Free water provided to school, 
health clinic

22 water dealers and some with 
sub-dealers established

3 workshops on water education, 
nutrition and health

Weekly peer support meetings for 
dealers 

Improved access to 
more affordable 

clean water  

Emerging stories of 
improved health – 
less incidence of 

stomach problems 
and water borne 

diseases

Improved livelihoods 
of dealers and wider 

community…..

PepsiCo and
 

Waterhope Philippines 

Waterhope 

XXXXX USD 

+ time 

Micro-Finance 
and distribution 

network
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6. Embedding the value chain



The Good and the Bad…



Labour rights are human rights



The traditional value chain



Value chains, sphere of 
influence and CSR



Identifying the risks in your value chain

External RisksExternal Risks

Customer

Supply
chain risks

Production 
operations 

risks

Consumer 
issues risks

Potential value chain disruptions

CompanySupplier

Issue Image Issue Image IssueImageIssue IssueImage



Value chain risks: Water

What are my water risks as a brewery company?



Value chain risk assessment

Impact

Likelihood

Priority
issues

Manage
potential
impacts

Monitor

Minimise
Likelihood of

risks
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3

2

1

0
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Bribery and 
corruption (HK)

Branded 
goods (HK,CN)

Failure to 
adhere to law (HK)

Culture 
Clash (HK)

Materials
sourcing (HK)

Site 
safety (HK)

Toxic waste (HK,CN)
Portfolio safety (HK,CN)
Wages (HK)

Industrial 
relations (HK)

Environment
(HK)

Construction 
waste (HK,CN)

Materials 
sourcing (CN)

Failure to 
adhere to law (CN)

Environment
(CN)

Industrial relations 
(CN)

Bribery and 
corruption (CN)

Culture 
Clash (CN)

Impact

Likelihood

Wages (CN)
Site 
safety (CN)



The changing nature of the 
supply chain

• From labour rights to human rights
• From people to the environment



Consumer issues

• Fair marketing, accurate information
• Consumer health and safety
• Sustainable consumption
• Consumer service and support
• Consumer data protection and privacy
• Education and awareness
• Product labeling 



UN Global Compact

7. Winning hearts and minds



Leadership: Things to remember

• Leadership is not about the role of senior 
management (only) – It involves all of us taking a 
lead in our daily roles

• Sustainable business initiatives require significant 
leadership at various different levels

• We are all potential leaders
• Leadership has a personal and a professional 

context



Leadership qualities



Raising awareness and building 
competency for social responsibility

Training

Training



Human resources and CSR
External 

Communications

Staff engagement/ 
survey

Identify priorities and 
programmes

Focus on needs

Align staff priorities with 
CSR strategy

Internal 
communicationsTraining and 

capacity building

Develop “Champions”

Promote internal leadership

Employee involvement 
in programme delivery

Measurement

Evaluation

Human
resources



Employee volunteering programs

Do we want an EV program?

Why? What would be its aims?

Making a difference vs. teambuilding?

What should our focus be?

Can the program be strategic and 
differentiated? How?

How do we measure success?

Time volunteering versus expertise 
volunteering?



UN Global Compact

8. Developing an Action Plan



Returning to the core issues



Remember your ‘sphere of influence’

Supply 
chains

Community
interaction

Public policy 
& advocacy



Action Plans and “sphere of influence”

Action Plan

Setting contractual provisions or 
incentives

Sharing knowledge and information

Conducting joint social responsibility 
projects

Lobbying and media relations

Promoting good practices

Forming partnerships with sector 
associations and other organizations



Think about timescale

Timescale Period Example
Very short 
term

Start today Discovery of an 
illegal activity

Short term Under 1 year Technology 
retrofitting

Medium term 2-5 years Implementation of 
an Action Plan

Long term 5-10 years Major capital 
investments

Very long 
term

Over one 
decade

Climate change 
vision 



Ways in which 
business can 
have an 
impact on 
development 

Source: IBLF Report



Where we need to be: 
Improved focus on the impact

Reporting

Outcomes 

Outputs

Activities

Inputs

Goal Impact – so what? 

Company In
terests

 –

what did we do?



What’s the value? 
Identifying returns on social investments?  

What’s the value for 
the business?

Key indicators to measure 
change against  

To make sure  you are clear about the inputs… 
financial gifts, employee volunteering, gifts in kind

What’s the value for 
the community?

Key indicators to measure 
change against  



Going back to your goals…..

1. What is going to be the outcomes of your Action Plan?
2. What impact will you have?

– Human rights
– Labour practices
– The environment
– Ant-corruption

3. What are you impacts on DEVELOPMENT?
4. What will be the business impacts/benefits?



Developing the Action Plan

Activities of the organization

The issues that may arise in the 
organization’s sphere of influence

Assess the ways in which the organization’s decisions and 
activities can cause impacts on sustainable development

Priorities that exists on a 
day-to-day basis

Priorities arising occasionally 
or abnormally

Action Plan (with timescales)



Important aspects of an Action Plan

• What changes in management practices are required?
• How do we include the “relevant” parts of the organization 

in delivering the Action Plan?
• What resources (monetary and non-monetary) are 

required to deliver the Action Plan?
• How do we assign responsibilities for the main elements of 

our Action Plan?
• How should be incorporate the Action Plan into core 

business functions?



Action Plan example
Priority issue 

or priority 
area

Target and/or 
indicator of 

achievement

Required actions
and resources

Who is 
responsible?

Timescale

Child labour Ensure no child 
labour in our 
value chain

1. Assessments of suppliers 
including review of employment 
records (one person day per 
supplier)

2. Support for poor local 
communities

3. Education subsidies (estimate 
needs and costs)

Compliance team 
working with legal 
team (contracts)

End of 2011

Our carbon 
emissions

Reduce our 
carbon 
emissions by 
20% by end 
2012 based on 
2009 
measurements

1. Measure our carbon footprint 
(2009)

2. Evaluate reduction opportunities
3. Provide a budget for investment in 

technology
4. Put in place energy reduction 

measure to attain target

Engineering 
department

Measure by 
July, 2010
Budget by 
end 2010
Implement by 
end 2012

Internal training All staff to 
undergo one 
day training on 
UNGC

1. Survey staff to identify gaps
2. Identify trainer and costs
3. Implement staged training 

program of training

Training section of 
human resource 
department

End of 2011
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